Civic Consulting Alliance’s mission is to make the Chicago region a great place for everyone to live in and work.

Since 2006, Civic Consulting Alliance and our partners have collaboratively invested more than $175 million to get big things done for Chicago. We engage diverse people and resources to generate solutions and create a more prosperous, equitable city.
Given our flexible, collaborative model, Civic Consulting Alliance is uniquely positioned to capture unanticipated opportunities and address urgent challenges that advance our mission. Chicago’s 2019 Mayoral transition was one such opportunity, as it was the first time a new Mayor would have just seven weeks to prepare to lead the City following the runoff election.

Along with our pro bono partners, Civic Consulting Alliance supported the transition in three phases.

- **Pre-general election** (Fall 2018 – February 26, 2019): We compiled a fact base of City departments and agencies, and strategic options across nine issue areas.
- **Runoff** (February 27 – April 2, 2019): We worked with the non-political transition teams of both runoff candidates, using our research to create detailed transition plans.
- **Transition** (April 3 – May 20, 2019): We helped Mayor-elect Lori Lightfoot’s team manage the entire transition program.

On May 20, 2019, Lightfoot took office as Chicago’s 56th Mayor with a plan in place and input from diverse stakeholders in hand. Our contributions to the transition will impact not only the future of our city, but also our vision for Civic Consulting Alliance’s work.

“Civic Consulting Alliance did a yeoman’s job in helping to set up our transition office, source talent, and really keep us on track. They’re an invaluable resource for our city.”

- LORI LIGHTFOOT

  Mayor, City of Chicago

Chicago has a long history of civic engagement, but too often, the direction of our city is shaped by traditional power structures. Civic Consulting Alliance is turning that model on its head to address Chicago’s greatest challenges. We engage diverse people and resources to generate solutions and create a more prosperous, equitable city. We achieve impact in **three key platforms** – building safer communities, elevating our education system, and growing an economy that works for everyone.

Our experienced staff, best-in-class pro bono partners, and deep public and private sector relationships allow us to solve old problems in new ways. We pinpoint the root causes of complex issues. We convene institutional leaders and focus at a systems-level to create real impact that benefits the entire region.

We’re committed to working across sectors and ensuring a seat at the table for all stakeholders, with the goal of creating a more inclusive civic culture and inspiring the next generation of leaders.
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**OUTPUTS**

- **FACT BASE**
  - Covering over 100 City entities under mayoral control

- **STRATEGIC OPTIONS**
  - Strategic options for Mayor to address 9 key issues

**OUTCOMES**

- **75%** of Mayor Lightfoot’s team in place on day one

**INTERVIEWS**

- Of outgoing administration staff from 30 City agencies and departments completed

- **39** policy objectives across five issue areas met by Mayor Lightfoot during her first 100 days in office
ECONOMIC VITALITY

Chicago continues to have one of the world’s largest and most diversified economies, with over four million employees and a regional GDP greater than $1.0 trillion. At the same time, many residents lack access to economic opportunities. Indeed, Chicago has the fifth highest income inequality rate in the country, and this disparity is highly stratified by race and neighborhood.

In the past year, West Side United support our staff strategies and HIGHTOWER against this. Specifically, we support:

- Equity across communities.
- Individual opportunity and prosperity; and
- Inclusive regional economic growth;

We roll out 18-year strategic improvements of Option Schools and support of those students most at risk of dropping out of school - remains a priority within CEO Dr. Janice Jackson’s strategic vision for CPS, and our efforts were bolstered by Civic Consulting Alliance’s work to identify ways to improve Options Schools student outcomes.

In the past year, West Side United continues to have one of the world’s largest and most diversified economies, with over four million employees and a regional GDP greater than $1.0 trillion. Indeed, that goal.

VITALITY

Specifically, we support:

WORKS FOR EVERYONE.

EDUCATION

"Continuous improvement of Option Schools—and support of those students most at risk of dropping out of school—remains a priority within CEO Dr. Janice Jackson’s strategic vision for CPS, and our efforts were bolstered by Civic Consulting Alliance’s work to identify ways to improve Options Schools student outcomes."

- LATANYA MCCADDE Chief Education Officer, Chicago Public Schools
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2019 FUNDERS

In FY2019 (July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019), 18 corporations, 20 foundations, and 39 individuals provided the critical philanthropic support that allowed Civic Consulting Alliance to pursue our mission. We are grateful to each of these funders.

Anonymous (4)
Paula Allen-Meares, PhD*
Alvin H. Baum Family Fund
AT&T
Ativo Capital Management
Bain & Company
Ballmer Group
Larry A. Barden*
Frank V. Battle, Jr.*
Sally Blount*
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Illinois
Bram Bluestein* and Ilene Gordon
BMO Harris
The Chicago Community Trust
CIBC
Michael Collins*
Michelle L. Collins*
The Civic Committee of the Commercial Club of Chicago
Crown Family Philanthropies
Gillian Darlow*
Deborah L. DeHaas*
Deloitte
Daniel Diermeier*
Dominican University
Michael C. Evangelides*
Charles L. Evans*
Exelon
Finnegan Family Foundation
Sunil Garg*
James T. Gerum, Jr.*
Larry J. Goodman, MD*
Graham C. Grady*
David Hockett**
Henry Crown & Company
Linda Imonti*
Irving Harris Foundation
ITW
J.B. and M.K. Pritzker Family Foundation
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Jones Day Foundation
The Joyce Foundation
JPMorgan Chase Foundation
Kahn Kramer*
Kirkland & Ellis
Krehbiel Family Foundation
Anne Laddky*
Lloyd A. Fry Foundation
Bruce Lubin*
Paul C. Maranville*
John W. McCarter, Jr.*
The Robert R. McCormick Foundation
McKinsey & Company
Dorri McWhorter*
Michael Reese Health Trust
Laurence Maalit*
David Narefsky*
Christopher A. O’Herlihy*
James D. Pajakowski*
Peoples Gas
Polk Bros. Foundation
Anne K. Pramaggiore*
Pritzker Pucker Family Foundation
Pritzker Traubert Foundation
Curtis Reed, Jr.*
Riley Safer Holmes & Cancila
Sheli Z. Rosenberg*
Mark Shadle*
Gail Shikholeslami*
Sidley Austin LLP
Tina Tabacchi*
The Field Foundation of Illinois
William Von Hoene*
Robert Wislow*
Zeno Group
*Board member

2019 PARTNERS

In FY2019 (July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019), Civic Consulting Alliance’s pro bono partners include the most respected companies in the world. By bringing together pro bono talent from Chicago’s private sector, client personnel, and our own dedicated staff, we create teams with incomparable capabilities to address our region’s most critical challenges and opportunities. We are grateful to each of the following partners.

ORGANIZATIONS

A.T. Kearney
The Academy Group
Accenture
Advance Illinois
Analysis Group, Inc.
Ancel Glink
Arena Partners
Bain & Company
Baker McKenzie
bioGraph LLC
BMO Harris Bank N.A.
Boston Consulting Group
Carleton College
Chicago Public Education Fund
CIBC
Crawe
Deloitte
Denzin Soltanzadeh, LLC.
EY
FCB Chicago
Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University
Kids First Chicago
KPMG LLP
Lantern Partners
Leverage Chicago
Mayer Brown LLP
McKinsey & Company
PwC
Protiviti
RFI Consulting, LLC
RW Ventures
Sidley Austin LLP
Stephen M. Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan
Thrive Chicago
Tribune Real Estate Holdings, LLC
UCS Chicago Crime Lab
West Monroe Partners
Zeno Group

INDIVIDUALS

Frank Beal
Jamie Cleghorn
Anjana Dalal
Evan Hatfield
John Martin
Rohan Mascarenhas
Soledad McGrath
Meghan Shalhorn
Mark Van Grinsven

Thank you to the hundreds of individuals who make our work possible—from our Board and Leadership Council members, to our staff and alumni.

Learn more about the Civic Consulting Alliance community and how you can make an impact with us at impactreport.ccachicago.org.
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